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The general dynamic fatigue characteristics of
rubber in linear vibration in a dark, dry enclosure
are (hn.
= minimum length during the vibration; LO = free unstrained length): (1) For a
given oscillation stroke the dynamic fatigue life is
a minimum w-hen Lmi,. = LO; (2) for a constant
value of L d , . the dynamic fatigue life decreases as
the oscillation stroke increases; (3) for given strain
limits of oscillation the dynamic fatigue life is
usually lower the harder the stock; (4) the dynamic
fatigue life depends to a large degree on the rubber
temperature.
The dynamic fatigue life of rubber worked in
shear can be related to the dynamic fatigue life of
rubber vibrated through linear strains.

Dynamic fatigue is the gradual deterioration and
rupture of a rubber member due to mechanical vibrations imposed on it. The number of repeated
mechanical vibrations required to rupture the rubber member is referred to here as the dynamic
fatigue life of the member for that particular condition of vibration. Mention has been made in
the literature (1-5) that the dynamic fatigue life of
rubber in extension is less when the minimum of
the oscillation cycle falls near zero strain; but
heretofore no complete study has been published.
The fatigue lives of rubber as a function of the oscillation stroke are examined for minimum dis",rtions varying from high compressions through
all possible elongations.
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F A rubber member is continuously vibrated it will sooner
or later crack and ultimately rupture, owing t o the re-

tween constant strain limits mill be discussed first. Figures
1 to 3 facilitate a general statement of the problem and also
serve t o define certain oscillation limits which are of fundamental importance with reference to the dynamic fatigue life.
The sketches are conventionalized for the sake of simplicity.

peated oscillations t o which i t has been subjected. The
gradual deterioration of physical and chemical properties
which accompanies such vibration is called dynamic fatigue.
T h e number of such repeated vibrations required to rupture
the rubber member is here defined as the dynamic fatigue
life of the member for the particular condition of vibration
imposed. The authors ivish to outline briefly the general
nature of the results they have obtained in their studies on
the dynamic fatigue life of rubber and, in particular, to show
the critical dependence of the life on the imposed oscillation
conditions.
T h e dynamic fatigue life of rubber which is being vibrated
linearly-that is, back and forth along its own length-be-

In Figure 1, a is a side view of a cylindrical body of rubber
bonded between two circular metal end plates. In b this rubber
member has been placed between two heads of a test machine;
the position of the stationary head is adjustable; the other head
oscillates back and forth in a direction parallel to the axis of the
rubber sample. b, c, and d show various possible test conditions
resulting from variation of the position of the adjustable head.
Besides the alteration of the adjustable head (which does not
change the oscillation stroke) the stroke itself can be changed by
varying the position of the eccentric connection on the rotating
wheel.
In Figure 2, a again represents the rubber sample. Its free
unstrained length is referred t o as LO. b and c show the two extremes in length assumed by the rubber member for a particular
oscillation condition. The minimum length, which is the condition in 6 , is referred t o as Ldn,. The maximum length of the
sample in the oscillation, as illustrated in c, is referred to as Lax.
The difference between Lmsx,and L,,,, is the oscillation stroke,
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A h . The actual fatigue machines used in the authors’ experimental testing are designed so that AL and L&n,can be varied
independently.

In the following discussion “per cent oscillation stroke”
and “per cent minimum strain” are mentioned. I n order t o
comprehend the significance of the fatigue data i t is necessary that these variables be clearly understood, for in the final
analysis they do determine the fatigue life of a sample.
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These definitions involve three specific lengths of the sample
and Lmin.)and are merely certain deformations
expressed as percentages of the free unstrained length of the
rubber.

(Lo,L,,,.,

Four different types of oscillation conditions for a constant
oscillation stroke, A L , are illustrated in Figure 3. ( a shows a
compression vibration cycle in which the maximum length in
the imposed vibration is less than the free unstrained length of
the sample. b shows a compression-extension vibration cycle in
which Lmin.is less than LOand Lmsx.is greater than Lo. c shoqs
an oscillation condition in which Lmin,is equal to LOand Lmax.is
greater than LO. d shows an extension oscillation cycle in which
both L a n .and L,,,. are greater than LO.

FIGURE3. TYPESOF OSCILLATIOX
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TION STROKE
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The two fundamental problems
that have been investigated quantitatively are: (1)
If AL is kept constant, how does
the fatigue life of
a rubber unit depend on LmiD.,for
any value of
ranging from high
compression t o
any possible extension? (2) If Ldn.
is kept constant,
how does t h e
d y n a m i c fatigue
life of a rubber
unit depend on
the magnitude of
ALP

Linear Dynamic Fatigue Test Samples
Figure 4 is a photograph of different types of rubber samples
used by the authors in dynamic fatigue studies of rubber. They
are cylindrical dumbbells of rubber bonded to metal bolt ends,
shown a t A and B . The effective rubber lengths varied from 2
inches (sample 1) to 0.125 inch (sample 13), and the ratios of
diameter to length varied from 1/16 to 8.

Machines for Testing Dynamic Fatigue Life of
Rubber
Fi ure 5 (upper) shows rubber samples, R, mounted in a slows eefi fatigue machine designed by the United States Rubber
8ompany. The bottom bars, B , are held fixed and the top bars,
T,are vibrated up and down. The rubber samples fastened between the two bars are vibrated through constant oscillation
strokes which can have any value up to 3.5 inches. The minimum
length of the sample in the vibration cycle can be varied either
by adjustment of the separation between the bars or by variation
of the point at which the bolt ends are attached to the bars. Both
methods are clearly visible in the figure. The vibration frequency is 180 cycles per minute.
Figure 5 (lower) shows rubber samples, R, mounted in a high-
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FATIGUE
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DYXAMIC
speed dynamic fatigue machine also designed by the United
States Rubber Company. The two outer circular heads, 0, are
held fixed and the two inner circular heads, I , so-called “wobble
plates”, are mounted on a shaft arranged to give a nutational motion to the heads, which in turn vibrate all the rubber samples
back and forth along their own lengths. The minimum length
of the sample in its vibration cycle can be varied by alteration
of the separation of the plates, by the screw adjustment shown,
or by variation of the point at which the bolt ends are attached
to the plates. The machine is adjusted for a 0.5-inch stroke and
vibrates a t 3600 cycles per minute.
Figure 6 shows a DeMattia fatigue machine with rubber samples, R, being vibrated between a stationary head, 8, and an
eccentric driven head, C; this fatigue machine has a frequency
of vibration of 660 cycles per minute; its stroke can have any
value up to 2 inches. The fatigue machine on the right is another
high-speed dynamic fatigue machine similar to the high-speed
machine shown in Figure 5 (lower) but with a 0.25-inch stroke.

General Nature of Linear Dynamic Fatigue Life
Curve
The general nature of the dynamic fatigue life curve for
small oscillation strokes, say of the order of 25 per cent, is
illustrated in Figure 7. The per cent linear strain a t the
minimum length in the oscillation is plotted as abscissa. The
number of cycles of vibration necessary to completely rupture
the rubber-that is, its dynamic fatigue life-is plotted in
arbitrary units as ordinate. The important feature of the
dynamic fatigue life curve is that the rubber under linear
vibrations exhibits a minimum dynamic fatigue life in the
region where Lmin.= L0--that is, where the return stroke
brings the sample back to a condition of zero strain. This
minimum life is bounded both in compression and extension
by regions of greater fatigue life. The general nature of the
curve, a minimum bounded on two sides by maxima, remains
the same whether the dynamic fatigue life is plotted as the
number of cycles to break the rubber completely into two
parts or is plotted as the number of cycles to produce a visible
crack in the rubber.
Mention has been made in published articles (1-6) that the
mechanical fatigue resistance of rubber is less in extension
when the minimum of the oscillation falls near zero strain.
However, no complete study, as given in the present paper,
has been published in which the fatigue lives of rubber have
been investigated throughout the compression-extension region as a function of the strain or stress limits.
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Linear Dynamic Fatigue Life Curves for a 50
Durometer Stock
Figure 8 is a plot of experimental results obtained on a rubber stock which has a reading of 50 on a type A Shore durometer. The data are for rubber worked indoors in artificial
lighting and in the absence of oil, grease, or other deteriorating chemical agents. The per cent linear strain a t minimum
length in the oscillation is plotted as abscissa. The dynamic
fatigue life in terms of the number of cycles for complete
rupture is plotted as ordinate 011 a logarithmic scale. On a
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linear scale the difference in height between each maximum
and its corresponding minimum would be greatly enhanced.
For the 25 per cent oscillation, for example, the fatigue life
at the minimum is about 6,000,000 cycles, while a t the maximum in the extension region it is over 600,000,000 cycles or
more than 100 times as great. The graph shows results for a
series of different constant oscillation strokes varying from
25 t o 350 per cent. Each experimental point represents
numerical averages of from 1 to 20 sample breaks. The graph
itielf contains results on 450 samples of the 50 Shore durometer stock.
For small oscillation strokes, such as 25 or 50
per cent, there are two maximum fatigue regions,

one in extension and the other in compression.
For large oscillations-for example, 300 per
cent-there is no definite compression maximum.
For a given minimum strain length, the larger
the oscillation stroke, AL, the lower the dynamic fatigue life of the rubber.
The fatigue life hump in the extension region
shifts towards the origin as the oscillation stroke
is increased.
This last point is partly due to choice of
variables, since for a given stock the per cent
elongation a t break is a fairly definite quantity
and as the oscillation stroke increases the
.,&i
for which there will be a break in the
first cycle decreases. KO corrections have
been made in this graph for rubber temperature variations resulting from fatiguing a t
different frequencies or from fatiguing samples of different sizes or shapes. However,
when such corrections are made to, say, a
rubber temperature of 100' F., the general
nature of the curves remains the same.
All rubber stocks considered (which include
stocks of hardnesses varying from 30 to 80
Shore durometer, type A) have similar fatigue
life curves for constant strain conditions of
oscillation. I n general, for the same strain
conditions of oscillation a harder rubber stock
w i l l have a lower fatigue life than a softer
stock.
The compound formula for the 50 durometer
stock whose experimental dynamic fatigue life
curves are given in Figure 8 is the following:
Rubber
Carbon black
Zino oxide
Stearic aoid
Pine tar
Antioxidant
Retarder
Accelerator
Sulfur

100
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5.5
1.5
4

0.6
0.2
0.8
2.9

Effect of Temperature on Dynamic
Fatigue Life
Figure 9 shows how the temperature of
the rubber during oscillation affects its
fatigue life, The graph is a composite one

FIGURE5
(Upper) RUBBERSAMPLES
MOUNTED
IN SLOWSPEEDFATIQUE
MACHINE

(Center) RUBBERSAMPLESMOUNTEDIN HIQHSPEEDCONSTANT-LOAD
FATIGUE
MACHINE
RUBBERSAMPLES MOUNTEDIN HIQHSPEEDDYNAMIC
FATIGUEMACHINE
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The distinction between this type
of fatigue testing and the constantstrain fatigue testing is that in this
case the rubber samples are allowed
to drift, or extend in length with
time, as they are being dynamically
fatigued.
However, the general
nature of the fatigue life curves
obtained under dead loading is
similar to the fatigue life curves for
constant strain oscillation; and the
dynamic fatigue life under "constant load" fatigue conditions can
be calculated from data obtained on

F I G U R E6
(Left) DEMATFATIGUE
Lf.4CHINE WITH
RUBBER SAXTIA

PLEB

(Right) HIGHSPEEDDYNAMIC
FATIGUEMACHINE, 0.25INCHSTROKE

plotted to cover most of the rubber stocks with which

the authors worked. T h e ratio of fatigue life at a given
temperature to that a t 100' F. is plotted as ordinate along a
logarithmic scale. The temperature of the rubber is plotted
as abscissa. The ordinate of the graph, in other words, gives
the factor by which the fatigue life of rubber vibrating a t a
rubber temperature of 100 " F. must be multiplied in order to
give the fatigue life which would result for rubber vibrating
under the same oscillation conditions but at the rubber temperatures given along the abscissa.
The temperature of the rubber under the imposed vibration has a pronounced effect on its fatigue life. Consider
a sample vibrating under certain oscillation conditions and
at a rubber temperature of 100" F. It mill have a given
fatigue life corresponding to the ratio = l . If an identical sample is vibrating under the same oscillation conditions but at a much higher rubber temperature, its fatigue
life will be less because its deterioration results from several
causes. There is first the effect which would result from
merely the vibration a t 100" F. Then there is the deterioration due t o heat aging which would result from keeping the
sample a t this high temperature without vibration. The total
deterioration in all probability is not the sum of these two
parts. For example, there may be a n interaction between
temperature and oscillation which alters the amount of deterioration. Since the relative importance of these variables
as well as their interaction cannot be given an evaluation
applicable to all cases of rubber testing and compounding, the
ratio for high temperatures is indicated as a broad band in
Figure 9. Likewise, in the low-temperature region a broad
band is also plotted. At the low temperatures the fatigue
life depends, among other things, upon the chill characteristics of the rubber stock and the total time during which the
rubber member is being fatigued at the low temperature.
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only the dynamic fatigue of rubber
worked under linear strains. Similar
dynamic fatigue relations have been found for rubber vibrated
in shear.
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Linear Dynamic Fatigue Life under Constant
Load Conditions
Figure 5 (center) s h o w a high-speed constant-load fatigue
machine which vibrates the rubber samples at 1800 cycles per
minute. The oscillation stroke on this machine can be varied
from 0.125 t o 0.75 inch. I n this type of testing the rubber samples, R, are loaded with dead weights, 18. The top of the rubber
sample is vibrated up and down, the weights remaining stationary, owing t o the mismatching of frequencies-that is, the frequency of the imposed vibration is very much greater than the
natural mechanical frequencies of the weights sprung on the rubber samples.
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all times during the shear cycle, whereas those in B went back to a
condition of zero strain once each cycle. Essentially the elements
in C were working up on the linear extension fatigue hump,
whereas those in B were being vibrated at the linear fatigue minimum.
In sample A the shear cycle was one from -25 to +25 per cent,
a total shear cycle of 50 per cent. The fatigue life of A was seven
times that of B. Actually A was subjected to an alternating 25
per cent shear cycle; once from 0 per cent shear to -25 per cent
shear, then once from 0 per cent shear to $25 per cent shear.
The double 25 per cent shear cycles are essentially two repeated
25 per cent shear cycles. A shear unit of this same 50 durometer
stock vibrating through a single shear cycle of 0 to 25 per cent
shear has a fatigue life of about 14,000,000 cycles. It is therefore
consistent that A - e a c h of whose cycles represents two vibrations
from 0 to 25 per cent-should last only 7,000,000 cycles.
Sample D had a greater life than A; E had a greater life than
B. The reason is that the rubber elements were being vibrated
essentially with a minimum strain which falls in the compression
region, and on the basis of linear fatigue data D and E should
have the higher fatigue lives. In F , however, the dynamic fatigue
life was considerably less than in C. In F the rubber elements
which under no shear were under lateral compression were essentially relieved from the compression by the extension resulting
from the higher shear; and the rubber elements were being
worked in a low dynamic fatigue region near the zero of strain.
Sample G had a higher fatigue life than A ; G should have a
higher life because the rubber elements mere always under extension strain during the vibration. Finally, Z had a higher
dynamic fatigue life than did C. The rubber elements in I were
in higher extension than in case C; in other words, the shear strain
and the lateral extension strain essentially added to place the
rubber unit in a more favorable fatigue region.
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in Fi ure 10 is a sketch of a double shear unit which consists
of two ifientical rectangular bodies of rubber of thickness 5“
bonded between two outer metal plates and a central metal
plate. If the central late is displaced a distance d relative to
the two outer plates tke rubber is put in shear; and we express
the magnitude of the shear deflection either as the shear ratio
d/T or as the shear percentage ( d / T ) 100. b re resents the two
oscillation extremes of such a unit vibrated in skear. The minithe maximum, dmsx..
mum deflection in the shear cycle is &in.;
The shear cycle is then specified as one of vibration between the
shear percentages (dmin./T) 100 and (dmax./T)100.
Figure 11 illustrates results obtained on shear samples of the
50 durometer stock discussed above. The two outer metal
plates were held fixed, and the central plate was vibrated back
and forth along its length between two extremes as shown by the
dotted contours. The oscillation length was a 50 per cent shear
oscillation. In shear mountings the rubber may be laced in
lateral strains which are normal to the center plate. T k e e conditions of lateral strain are shown in the figure: 0 per cent, 12.5
per cent compression, and 25 per cent extension. The first row
corresponds to a -25 to +25 per cent shear cycle; the second
row, to a 0 t o 50 per cent shear cycle; and the third row, t o a 75
to 125 per cent shear cycle.
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a

The striking observation about these test data is that the
results in shear fatigue are entirely in accord Kith what would
have been predicted from the linear fatigue data.
Consider samples B and C. B , vibrated between 0 and 50 per
cent shear, had a fatigue life of 1,000,000 cycles. C, vibrated
between 75 and 125 per cent shear, had a fatigue life of 15,000,000
cycles. The shear oscillation cycle for both samples was one of
50 per cent’. C had a much greater fatigue life than did B. This
is due to the fact that the rubber elements in C %-erein strain at

FIGURE
11. DYNAMIC
FATIGUE
RESULTSON SHEARSAMPLES
OF 50 DCROJIETER STOCK
Many theories can be devised to explain the way t h e dynamic fatigue properties of rubber vary with the strain and
the strain oscillation conditions, but such theories are still
conjectures.
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